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About This Game

Space Beret is a top down sci-fi shooter set in a "Starship Troopers" and "Crimsonland" inspired setting. In it, mankind is forced
to fight hordes of horrible monstrosities in a desperate struggle for survival.

Gameplay

Player will be offered to choose between two game modes.
Campaign Mode - where the player will have to complete series of stages, populated with many monsters in one go.

Survival Mode - where the player will resist waves of various enemies in pursuit of the highest score.
Each of these modes will be played with the sound of dubstep which captures the retro sci-fi movie atmosphere.

Weapons and upgrades

During his quest for survival the player will pick up various weapons and upgrades which will help him survive the trials
awaiting.

Some of the weapons featured in "Space Beret" are:
Assault Rifle - starting weapon with medium rate of fire and weak damage

Shotgun - weapon with slow rate of fire, strong damage and gradual bullet spread
Minigun - weapon with very fast rate of fire and weak damage

Gauss Rifle - weapon with good rate of fire and good damage, but shoots only in a narrow straight line

Each weapon can be upgraded by picking it up again, thus improving its attributes.
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Alongside weapons, player will be able to pick up various power ups like attacking and defensive drones, shields and many
other.

Enemies

During the game, player will face hordes of various enemies with different strengths and weaknesses.
Some of the enemies player will encounter are:

Scarabei - Most common enemy. Small and weak, but very fast.
Crawler - Medium sized charging enemy, especially susceptible to Gauss Rifle.

Centurion - Twisted synergy of organic and mechanical. Very endurable enemy which shoots projectiles from his powerful
railgun.
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Not bad at all, with 50% discount... Not exactly my cup of tea, but nice...
Easy achievements!!

As said: I will change this review to positive, when i get my Trading cards...?
I got my cards!!! :)
Review Changed!!. When I played this game, I felt that I had traveled into the past to the 1970s. I never knew Steam had a built
in time machine. Easy to get a 100% achievement though.. It's useful if you want to get an easy 100% game, but it's very boring.
Its a casual top down shooter that is basically the type of game you can find when you look up "free games online".

Pros:
- Easy 100%

Cons;
- No gameplay\/ very boring. For the 0,69\u20ac that I payed I already got most of it back from the trading cards that dropped.
So i guess I recomend this game. :). I liked it, the patch 1.1 surely did address some issues I had initially.
Nice game for anyone who has some extra time to spare.
Levels are not long and the game is really fast paced.
No boring respawn timers, no long tutorials.
Just hop in and start space blasting.
Decent game for this price.
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